Dear Friends,
We’re sobered. The conditions described in scripture pertaining to the final days
of our current age are making headlines everywhere. You know, when the
disciples gathered around the table in the upper room that final Passover, they
acted as though they hadn’t heard a word Jesus said about the events which were
about to transpire. Maybe they thought he was just pessimistic.
Does history repeat itself? Generally speaking, much of the church today is
acting the same way – as if what He said about His return isn’t really happening
or as important as their own personal agendas. He is so patient and
compassionate towards us though and is clearly empowering many to burn more
brightly than ever to His glory.
Character doesn’t change in a moment but direction of life and attitude of heart
can. May each of us, like John, hear the heartbeat of our Lord so to speak in these
last days and may our love for Him draw us to follow in His steps. God bless
and keep you!
John and Darlene Dickey

Heavenly Minded is
distributed free of charge.
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jdickey77@yahoo.com.
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friends and pray for us!!

The goal of HM is to encourage our readers to
“Set your minds on things above…” and thereby
to be the greater and more effective witness to
Christ. Our news items are not meant to scoop
anyone or to simply ‘tickle the ear’ but rather to
show potentially meaningful prophetic trends.
Articles may be shared freely and reproduced but
only in their entirety. Comments and suggestions
are always welcome. God bless you!

What’s the
‘Diff’?

These stragglers, caught in the
tow if you would of the newly
liberated Hebrew people were
both a snare and a vulnerability. It
was in these outskirts of the
Slammed up against the locker, held camp, the outer fringes so to
firmly some distance above the floor
speak, that this mixed multitude
by his incensed classmate, my then
had a terrible effect. As Numbers
15 year old son Michael had simply
11:1-4 shows, a murmuring arose
told his very large and infamously
there against the Lord and as a
brutal assailant, “Jesus loves you and consequence, He sent a
gave His life for you.” The reply was
consuming fire among them. Yet
an angry, “Don’t ever mention that
remaining unrepentant, this same
name to me again!” or something to
group of people then began to lust
that effect.
uncontrollably, and their attitude
We are different, or we’re supposed led the people of Israel nearby to
to be, and the world hates it. Jesus
do the same. They wept and
guaranteed that if we would live a
moaned again that they wanted
godly life, we’d be loved and hated,
MEAT – flesh, flesh, flesh! They
appreciated and persecuted.(John
even began to despise the
15:18-20) Increasingly though,
heavenly mannah.
something is happening to the church
It drove Moses to the brink – he
– it’s happened before of course, and wanted out; he wanted God just to
in fact there’s some Old Testament
kill him. Instead, the Lord brought
stories which illustrate it.
an incredibly huge swarm of quail
In Exodus, we read that Moses led
into the camp right in the ‘strikethe Hebrew people out of Egypt; many zone’. So, as my pastor used to
Bible teachers liken their freedom
say, “They were battin’ down the
from Pharaoh and passing through the quail. Homers everywhere!” (See
Red Sea unto an OT picture of NT
Num 11:32 Yeah, I know, it was a
salvation and consequent baptism.
poor pun then and still is.)
Anyway, as they traveled, Exodus
But then the Lord brought
12:28 says, “And a mixed multitude
judgment upon those who lusted went up also with them; and flocks,
- “And while the flesh was yet
and herds, even very much cattle.” of
between their teeth, ere it was
whom Matthew Henry notes,
chewed, the wrath of the LORD
“Probably the greatest part of this
was kindled against the people,
mixed multitude were but a rude
and the LORD smote the people
unthinking mob, that followed the
with a very great plague. And he
crowd they knew not why; we
called the name of that place
afterwards find that they proved a
Kibrothhattaavah (graves of lust):
snare to them, and it is probable that
because there they buried the
when, soon afterwards, they
people that lusted.” Num 11:33,34
understood that the children of Israel
Not only was the mixed
were to continue forty years in the
mulititude a snare to Israel, but
wilderness, they quitted them, and
they were a weakness and a
returned to Egypt.”

vulnerability as well. You see, as
the host of Israel moved, it was
these fringe-folk who were attacked
first. Moses, in Deuteronomy
reminded them, “Remember what
Amalek did unto thee by the way,
when ye were come forth out of
Egypt; How he met thee by the way,
and smote the hindmost of thee,
even all that were feeble behind
thee, when thou wast faint and
weary; and he feared not God.”
Deut 25:17,18 The feeble and weak
naturally fell behind and thus were
amidst the mixed multitude. There,
they were prey to the Amalekites
(see Ex 17:8-15) – those
descendants of Esau who quite
adequately portray the sinful flesh.
Yes, mixture has been the
perpetual plague-conundrum of
Israel. The more they stood out
from the world around them, the
more they wanted to fit in. The
more they fit in, the more they
wanted to rise above and be
separate. This is historically true
and prophetically accurate as well.
In Hosea, the Lord said, “Ephraim,
(the ten northern tribes of Israel) he
hath mixed himself among the
people;” (Hos 7:8) Historically,
although they have in some case
adopted the ways of the gentiles
around them, the Jews have
remained a ‘lumpy’ mix at best. In
fact, no other people group has
lasted more than two generations
outside their homeland as clearly
indigenous. The Israelites however,
were displaced from their homeland
for as much as 2500 years and yet
maintained their national identity.
And prophetically -- in Daniel’s
famous interpretation of King
Nebuchadnezzar’s dream, he

revealed that, “…whereas thou
sawest iron mixed with miry clay,
they shall mingle themselves with
the seed of men: but they shall not
cleave one to another, even as iron
is not mixed with clay.” (Dan 2:43)
As I’ve written before, I’m convinced
that the clay in this vision is properly
interpreted to be the Jewish people
– the scripture makes that clear in
Isa 45:9, Jer 18:6 and Isa 64:8.
Therefore, I’m persuaded that this
mingling with the ‘seed of men’ (i.e.
gentiles) will be done by the Jews,
trying as ever to fit in to the world perhaps, it speaks specifically of
Israel trying to mingle with the EU.
In any event, the consequences of
mixture are the same for the church
as for the Jewish people. As the
last days church has in many places
and in many aspects cooled to a
tepid temp spiritually, it has become
itself a mix indistinguishable from
the world. Christian media mimics
the world, denominational
leadership is more and more infused
with worldliness, compromise and
even devilish notions. Recent
surveys reveal that more than a
third of pastors and church leaders
are playing with porn. The majority
in several main line denominations
doubt the divinity of Christ. Divorce
and marital fidelity is statistically
now no different in the Christian
community than it is in the society at
large. Meanwhile, the Bible is being
labeled as hate-language or
irrelevant, and conference after
conference at the highest
international political and religious
levels are convening to figure out
how to make us all believe one
homogenous soup of toxic spiritual

waste. Yes, I know I’m using strong
language.
And we have our own mixed
multitude don’t we. Those who ‘follow
along’ but haven’t really bought into a
sincere faith in Christ. Now, I’m not at
all advocating anything like sending
them ‘back to Egypt’. But, we must
realize that if we allow mixture in our
own walk, it will bring with it, as it did
with the Jews, lusting, murmuring
against God and a vulnerability to the
attacks of ‘the flesh’. The real issue is
that we need to take the ‘beam out of
our own eyes’!
And if we do, we’ll be different.
We’ll stand out from the world around
us. It’s truly a day of decision for the
church. The enemy of Christ has
sensed our corporate lukewarmness
and is pouring on the ice water if you
know what I mean. Have you noticed
how aggressive the homosexual
community has become in the media,
the schools, the government and the
workplace? Have you noticed how
timid our political and religious leaders
have become in defining the true
difference between satanically
inspired religions and faith in Christ?
Have you noticed how utterly and
grotesquely violent and lewd the
preponderance of our ‘entertainment’
has become? Accidental? No way.
A very large portion of the church
has put aside the Word of God and
has instead allowed the news and
entertainment industry (‘Christian’ or
otherwise) to formulate their ‘truth for
today’. At the same time, those who
take a valid stand for any real
Christian values are portrayed as just
“fringe elements” – so say the reports.
In truth, it is the spiritual ‘fringe’
elements themselves that are the
ones fingering the faithful as

“extremists” and “hate mongers”.
And oh how they love to latch on
to some truly tragic situation
involving a so-called believer and
shout it to the world as evidence
of the ‘weirdness’ of the Christian
faith.
Meanwhile, on the whole, we’ve
become overly consumed with
being ‘relevant’, seeker-sensitive,
‘successful’, entertaining and
attractive. We’ve invested
countless millions in buildings,
parking lots, potted plants and
pew pads (all of which are
appreciated!), but invested
comparatively little in the true
house of God. It’s time for divine
differentiation. “Finding his newlyappointed pastor standing at his
study window in the church
weeping as he looked over the
inner city's tragic conditions, a
layman sought to console him:
‘Don't worry. After you've been
here a while, you'll get used to it.’
Responded the minister, ‘Yes, I
know. That's why I am crying.’"-Dennis Marquardt

Yes, it’s time for true believers
to be different again -- to love our
enemies, to share the gospel, to
genuinely care for the family of
God, to devour the Word of God
and to obey it, to forgive from the
heart, to eschew evil and cling to
what is good, to intercede
sacrificially for one another, to
seek to approve the excellent, to
speak the truth in love and having
done all, to stand… It’s time to
rejoice in that difference and know
that although we are the minority
here, we belong to the enormous
family of believers – the ‘majority’
in heaven!

Lord, break the mold of worldly
acceptance, comfort and ease even
as it’s congealing around us. Open
our eyes to behold the true state of
our souls. Grant us peace in the
knowledge of your grace and fire in
the knowledge of your coming. Give
us a fearlessness of man no matter
the cost.
“Nikolai Berdyaev, who
abandoned Marx for Christianity,
insists that neither history nor
theology nor the church brought him
to the Christian faith, but a simple
woman called only Mother Maria.
He was present at a concentration
camp when the Nazis were
murdering Jews in gas chambers.
One distraught mother refused to
part with her baby. When Maria saw
that the officer was only interested
in numbers, without a word she
pushed the mother aside and
quickly took her place. This action
revealed to Berdyaev the heart of
Christianity--and what atonement
means.” -- James S. Hewett,
Illustrations Unlimited (Wheaton:
Tyndale House Publishers, Inc, 1988)

“Blessed are ye, when men shall
hate you, and when they shall
separate you from their company,
and shall reproach you, and cast out
your name as evil, for the Son of
man's sake.” Luke 6:22
“Wherefore come out from among
them, and be ye separate, saith the
Lord, and touch not the unclean
thing; and I will receive you,”
2 Cor 6:17
In closing, we will be thankful one
day soon for the separation that
godliness brings. We don’t have to
force the issue. Just living a truly
godly life will make us stand out
from the world. Personal
discomfort, even disgrace, may be

the price, but it’s worth it. You
know, that fellow who bullied my son
for his witness? Well, a year or so
later, he ran up to Mike in school
and thanked him earnestly adding
that during the summer, he’d given
his heart to Christ – and now he is
different too.
May each of us find the
blessedness of difference from this
world by conforming to the
awesome character of our Lord
Jesus Christ. May we never be the
so-called ‘difference without a
distinction’. God grant us courage,
conviction, comfort and Christlikedness in these treacherous
times. God bless you.
Being different is not in and
of itself the goal of a
Christian but rather the
natural outcome of being
filled and yielded to God’s
Holy Spirit. It’s not a weird,
self-centered or attention
grabbing deal but a
difference in character that’s
driven by love. The Bible
calls those who are different
in this way salt – flavorful
and preserving in a bland
and decaying world. If
you’ve never opened your
heart to the love of God
found in Jesus Christ, why
not do so now. It’s as
simple as a sincere prayer –
invite Him into your life,
confess your failures – the
times you missed the mark –
and ask for forgiveness. It
means eternal life and it
makes all the difference in
the world.

World News

…with potential for prophetic importance

Middle East
Israel to attack Iran?
German magazine reports plan to target
nukes
WND 10/13/03
The Israeli government is drawing up
plans to attack Iran's nuclear program,
according to a report in the German
magazine Der Spiegel.
The report says a special purpose force
of the secret service Mossad received the
order two months ago to prepare
appropriate plans of attack.
The plan calls for the destruction of a
half dozen targets by F-16 combat
bombers "simultaneously as well as
completely" – an action, described as
delicate, but "technically possible."
Syria Calls up Reserves, Fears USIsraeli Military Pincer

Debkafile 10/14/03
Monday, October 13, the New
York Times revealed that the first
Israeli air raid inside Syria in three
decades had altered “a crucial
convention of the Arab-Israeli
conflict.” The raid took place Sunday
October 10 over Ain Sahab, 15 km
northeast of Damascus, the day after
a savage Palestinian suicide attack in
Haifa claimed 20 Israeli lives. The
paper quotes western diplomats and
Arab analysts as predicting that “the
Sharon administration now plans to
treat the Syrian regime in Damascus
much as it has treated the Palestinian
leader Yasser Arafat: subjected to
military attack, “… cut off and
ultimately isolated.”
According to one Damascus
source, Syria is meeting this threat by
secretly calling up 300,000 reservists

The Bible indicates that the generation which witnesses the rebirth of the nation of
nd
Israel will also witness all the events leading up to Christ’s 2 coming. It says that in the
last days Jerusalem will be a “cup of trembling” – the focus of attention of the whole
world. It predicts a massive war with Russia leading an alliance of nations including
Iran, Iraq, Libya, and many others against Israel. It is thought by many Bible scholars
that this war will either immediately precede or be immediately subsequent to the rapture
of the Church as mentioned in 1 Cor 15, 1 Thes 5 and several other scriptures. Isaiah
17:1,14 tells us of the coming utter destruction of Damascus.
In addition, there is the prediction of a revival of a major world power arising out of the
former Roman Empire (the EU) and exerting a strong influence over Israel and in
particular, Jerusalem. (Dan. 2) The leader of this coalition, a charismatic man, will be
the ultimate false Messiah and lead the world to oppose Christ’s return. He will insist
upon a one world religion with ultimately himself as god. Punishment for not following
this religion will be, as with Islam, death. And no man will be allowed to buy or sell
without his “mark” in his hand or forehead. He will also confirm a significant covenant
(i.e. treaty) with many (the UN?).
In addition, Daniel the prophet predicted man’s knowledge would dramatically increase
in this time.
Without a doubt, we are living in exciting and sobering times.
As we consider these things in light of God’s eternal Word, we can take heart that all is
moving toward His conclusion. Just a few scriptures to review:
Middle East -- Zech 12:2,3, Ez 37
Church – 2Tim3:1-5, 1Tim4:1,2
Knowledge growth – Dan 12:4
Final Generation – Mk 13:28-30
Russia – Ez 38, 39
One World Religion -- Revelation 13

to beef up its standing army of roughly
the same number. This figure, in the
view of DEBKAfile’s military sources, is
implausibly high. A large call-up was
certainly staged after the Israeli raid. But
in Syrian terms, 50,000 men would be
the more realistic figure, plus standby
orders to tens of thousands more.
In general, the attempt to depict
Syria as another of Ariel Sharon’s
victims fails to take account of the
“victim’s” proactive role in the Iraq war in
support of Saddam Hussein. It ranges
from the asylum granted Iraqi political
and military elite to the smuggling of
Iraqi weapons of mass destruction out of
the country several weeks before the
war in March and after it began. In
between, Bashar Assad has deployed
thousands of Syrian combatants in Iraq
as well as Hizballah, Palestinians and
any other Arabs willing to fight American
troops in Iraq.
DEBKAfile’s military sources report
that by now Syrian combatants often
outnumber Iraqi guerrillas in such
embattled towns as Baghdad, Balad,
Falluja, Ramadi, Baquba and the
environs of the northern town of Mosul.
Global 'gay' event targets Jerusalem
Previous 'celebration' held in Rome in
deliberate face-off with Vatican
WND 10/22/03
A massive, international "gay pride"
event previously held in Rome, at the
doorstep of the Vatican, has chosen
Jerusalem as its next venue.
The InterPride celebration attracted
about a quarter of a million
homosexuals in 2000 and expects to
host the largest "gay" event ever in the
Holy Land in 2005, organizers say,
according to the website Gay365.com
"An event of this magnitude has never
occurred before anywhere in Israel,"
said Jerry Levinson, executive director
of Jerusalem's Gay and Lesbian Center,
Hagai El-Ad.
Levinson said his center, which will
serve as the host organization, has its
work cut out for itself because

Jerusalem is intensely religious for
Jews, Muslims and Christians.
Fierce opposition from religious
organizations kept away "gay pride"
celebrations of any kind in Jerusalem
until last year.
OIC opens with call to unite against
Jewish 'control' of world
AP 10/16/03
PUTRAJAYA, Malaysia - The biggest
summit of Islamic leaders in three years
opened Thursday with calls
for the world's 1.3 billion Muslims to
unite against "a few million Jews" who
allegedly rule the world by controlling
the world's major powers.
Malaysian Prime Minister Mahathir
Mohamad said Muslims for years
believed mistakenly that Islam rejected
new technology and progress. He urged
Muslims worldwide to ignore teachings
by religious fundamentalists that
scientific studies are somehow unIslamic.
"We need guns and rockets, bombs
and warplanes, tanks and warships for
our defense," Mahathir told leaders from
57 nations gathered for a summit of the
Organization of the Islamic Conference.
"But because we are discouraged
from learning of science and
mathematics ... today we have no
capacity to produce our weapons for our
defense," he said.
"The Europeans killed six million Jews
out of 12 million, but today the Jews rule
the world by proxy," Mahathir said.
"They get others to fight and die for
them."
Israel vows to go on with fence,
despite UN condemnation
Ha’aretz 10/22/03
Israel vowed Wednesday to press on
with building the separation fence in
along its order with the West Bank,
despite a U.N. resolution condemning
the project as a violation of international
law and demanding it be halted.
Palestinians oppose the barrier which is comprised of an electronic

fence in most places and concrete
barricades on several spots - as a land
grab that prejudges borders that should be
negotiated.
The UN General Assembly
overwhelmingly passed the resolution late
Tuesday. The vote was carried 144-4, with
12 abstentions, with Israel's key ally the

Israeli barrier fence near Qalqilya
United States voting against the measure.
Micronesia and the Marchall Islands also
voted against.
In response to the resolution, Israel
vowed to press on with the construction of
the barrier.
"The fence will continue being built and
we will go on taking care of the security of
Israel's citizens," Deputy Prime Minister
Ehud Olmert told Israel Radio on
Wednesday morning, reiterating the
Jewish state's stance that the barrier is
needed to keep out suicide bombers.
Syria Continues to Send Fighters to
Iraq
MENL 10/29/03
Al Qaida has recruited fighters from
Syria for suicide and other attacks against
the U.S. military presence in Iraq.
U.S. officials said they have found
evidence that hundreds of Syrian and
other Arab nationals have entered Iraq
from Syria over the past few weeks and
joined new Al Qaida-related units for
attacks against U.S. and Western targets
in Iraq. They said the Islamic mercenaries
were believed to have been involved in the
wave of suicide bombings in Baghdad on

Monday, the start of the Islamic fast
month of Ramadan.
'There are actual foreign terrorists
that come into Iraq that need to be
dealt with, with more military means,
more aggressive means, to stop them
from coming in and root them out,'
State Department spokesman Richard
Boucher said. 'The issue of people
coming in from Syria has been an
issue that we have dealt with, that
we have raised, and we continue to
raise on an ongoing basis with the
Syrian government to prevent
outside elements from coming in
from Syria, who might get involved
in this sort of thing.'
The Syrian and other Arab
mercenaries have been wooed by
huge salaries and bonuses for
attacks against U.S. troops and
interests, officials said.
Syria Calls on U.S. to Leave Iraq to
End Violence
Reuters 11/5/03
DUBAI - A Syrian official called in
remarks published Wednesday for the
United States to withdraw from Iraq,
saying the problem of terror attacks
had arisen only since U.S.-led forces
occupied the country.
Syrian Foreign Ministry
spokeswoman Bushra Kanfani told
the London-based Asharq al-Awsat
newspaper that Damascus was not
optimistic about U.S.-Syrian ties in the
short term and urged Washington to
engage in dialogue instead of making
demands.
Last week, Washington demanded
after a string of deadly suicide attacks
that Syria -- which it calls a sponsor of
"terrorism" -- should stop foreign
militants from entering Iraq.
"The problem is America, not Syria.
America must be more objective,
because when it entered Iraq there
was no terrorism and now there is the
problem of terrorism and of al Qaeda
and the matter has changed from one
of weapons of mass destruction and

toppling a regime to a new one of
terrorism," Kanfani said.
"America must accept the reality that it
is no longer in its interest to continue
this way in Iraq. They must hand over
power to other parties whose behavior is
more acceptable to Iraqis and bring Iraq
closer to regaining its sovereignty and
holding free elections and then the
problems will end," she said.

Russia

Moscow - are potential tools for the
Russian armed forces as well.
Russia Moves to Embrace Muslim
World
CNS 10/22/03
Moscow - The Russian government is
seeking closer ties with the Muslim
world and has applied for observer
status at the Organization of the Islamic
Conference (OIC).
Last week, President Vladimir Putin

Moscow prepared to stage
pre-emptive strikes
Morning Herald 10/13/03
While taking pains to play
down possible new nuclear
threats to NATO, the Kremlin
has made it clear it is
prepared to use pre-emptive
strikes against perceived
threats and will continue to
mobilise Russia's vast
nuclear arsenal to deter a
new generation of low-level
instability on its borders.
A wide-ranging new
Putin with Hassan Rowhani, head of Iran’s
doctrine for Russian military
Supreme National Security Council
preparedness, presented to
made a largely unexpected appearance
NATO generals in Colorado Springs,
at an OIC summit in Malaysia. He told
Colorado, last week, states that largethe gathering of leaders from the 57 OIC
scale war with the US or NATO has for
members that Russia's 20 million
the first time "been excluded from the
Muslims were an inalienable part of the
spectrum of the most probable
Russian nation.
conflicts".
Putin also thanked the OIC and the
Yet it warns that Russia must be
Arab League for sending observers to
prepared for a growing number of
the recent presidential election in
conflicts - such as the US-led war in Iraq breakaway Chechnya. Western
- waged outside the authority of the
organizations refused to serve as
United Nations, and wars increasingly
election observers, but the league and
motivated as much by economics or the OIC sent delegates, who gave the
interests of what it termed "big
election the "thumbs-up."
transnational companies" as by national
Putin attended the summit as a guest,
security.
but he repeated his hope that Russia
Terrorism and instability in the former
could obtain official observer status.
Soviet states along its borders are seen
as Russia's greatest military peril, and
Putin's Power Grab Jolts Russia
Kremlin officials have emphasised that
Newsmax 10/31/03
the kind of pre-emptive strikes upon
MOSCOW – Russian business and
which the US has relied in Iraq - the
political circles on Friday faced spiraling
subject of substantial criticism from

uncertainty after President Vladimir Putin
tightened his grip on the Kremlin by
relieving his chief of staff from duty and
prosecutors ordered the freezing of a huge
chunk of shares in oil giant Yukos.
The announcement late Thursday that
Alexander Voloshin was departing came
after days of rumors that he had tendered
his resignation in the wake of the arrest
and jailing of Yukos head Mikhail
Khodorkovsky.
Voloshin was the last major figure in the
Kremlin from the Boris Yeltsin era, when
so-called "oligarchs" such as
Khodorkovsky amassed huge fortunes
when former Soviet state industries were
privatized at giveaway prices in dubious
auctions.
Infighting in the Kremlin has been a
hallmark of Putin's presidency, and
Voloshin's departure is likely to help Putin
consolidate his own power and that of his
allies.

European Union
Big three draft European defence plan
EU Observer 10/13/03
The United Kingdom, France and
Germany are working on plans for closer
defence cooperation within the European
Union.
The three major European players are at
the moment working on developing plans
for a unit which can lead medium to long
term military operations.
The leaders of France and Germany
reached agreement with British Prime
Minister Tony Blair, when they met in
Berlin a couple of weeks ago on the
principle of closer ties within the area of
defence and security among European
Union member states.
EU viewed by China as world power to
rival US
The Telegraph 10/14/03
The European Union is the world's rising
superpower, poised to overtake both
America and Japan as the biggest trade
and investment force in China, according

to a strategic policy paper published
by Beijing yesterday.
The Chinese government said the
EU was transforming the global
landscape with its successful currency
launch and strides towards a joint
foreign policy, defence, and judicial
union.
Describing EU integration as
"irreversible", Beijing marvelled at
Europe's 25-35 per cent share of the
global economy and its projected 450
million population after expanding into
the former communist bloc next year.
The two sides are also working
together on nuclear research.
Last June, the French defence
minister, Michele Alliot-Marie,
proposed sharing sensitive military
technology with Beijing.
China's efforts to court Brussels
reflect a new mood of respect for the
EU across Asia. India is also rushing
to upgrade its ties with Europe,
recruiting extra staff to lobby EU
officials and MEPs.
Germany overtakes US as world’s
largest exporter
EU Observer 10/14/03
In August, Germany took pole
position as the worlds leading export
country from the US, with exports 7%
higher than the Americans, according
to OECD and IMF statistics quoted by
FT Deutschland.
With $62bn in exports, Germany's
world share is now higher than 10
percent for the first time in several
years. This also is higher than the US
share.
The third largest exporter in the
world is Japan.
The German economy has
benefited from growth in Eastern and
Central Europe, which has boosted
demand for German goods especially food and machinery.
Germany now exports more to
Eastern Europe than it does to the
US.

Big three take lead in Iran nuclear
crisis
EU Observer 10/21/03
The foreign ministers of France,
Germany and the UK flew to Iran on
Monday (20 October) in an
unprecedented joint initiative, aimed at
ending the dispute over Tehran's
nuclear facilities.
The three EU states are looking for a
commitment from the Islamic state to
suspend uranium enrichment and to
accept inspections of its nuclear
facilities.
In return, Iran is hoping to get
European help in developing a civilian
nuclear energy programme.

All the same, until the Iraq war,
Spain's notion of a New Europe defined in cooperation rather than rivalry
with the United States and reflecting
loyalties, interests and instincts different
from those of decades of postwar
European habit - was largely talk.
But in blocking, with the British and
others, what it regarded as an attempt to
turn the war into a European
confrontation with America under a
French and German banner, Spain
achieved a new visibility in its effort to
be seen be as a singular - even global player.
Its role as host Thursday and Friday
for the international Donors Conference
on Iraq underscores that goal. With it,
Spain touts a Europe with new power Spain is continuing to talk openly and
core
forcefully about
its part in the
As host of Iraq
changes in
donors
Europe. And
meeting, it
very much by
steps further
intent,
away from
reflecting a
France and
Spanish
Germany
IHT 10/23/03
assertiveness
MADRID-unique after
Long before
centuries of
Secretary of
inwardness
The Euro, symbol of
Defense
and caution,
EU currency
Donald
Madrid's voice
Rumsfeld came
now tracks a
to grief for his supposed crassness in
world away from the sound of Paris and
saying so, Spain was talking about the
Berlin.
existence of a New Europe, a place
The tone is unmistakable. To
where it played a pervading leadership
understand Europe after Iraq, said
role and the French-German power
Ramón Gil-Casares, the Spanish
locus no longer served as the single
secretary of state for foreign affairs,
reference for European decision
requires recognizing that the Frenchmaking.
German relationship remains very
Spain slapped the name as early as
important in the European Union's
2001 on an altered continent of 25
approach to economic affairs.
European Union member countries and
At the same time, he said in an
on the new circumstances it felt brought interview, "as far as foreign policy goes,
a Spanish role into the EU's forefront.
the French-German axis is just not
Steering clear of offense, unlike
indispensable anymore. They cannot
Rumsfeld, the phrase Old Europe and
pretend it is, and they cannot speak for
its subtext of opprobrium never passed
Europe."
Spanish officials' lips.

EU elite are filthy pigs, says Bossi
The Telegraph 10/23/03
The European Union's elite are
determined to destroy Europe's Christian
heritage, Italy's reform minister, Umberto
Bossi said yesterday.
He described the elite as "filthy pigs"
who wanted to "make paedophilia as easy
as possible".
Mr Bossi, leader of the Northern League,
said Brussels was "transforming vices into
virtues" and "advancing the cause of
atheism every day". He denounced the
European arrest warrant as a step towards
"dictatorship, deportation, and terror,
instilling fear in the people, a crime in
itself". It would lead to a Stalinist regime
"multiplied by 25".
EU President Meets With Chinese
Leaders
AP 10/30/03
The European Union's president, Italian
Premier Silvio Berlusconi, met with China's
leadership on Thursday as the union and
Asia's fastest-growing economy worked to
fashion what the Chinese premier called
'ever more vibrant' ties that will benefit
both sides.
One key agenda item: an agreement to
bring China in on Galileo, a European
project for a network that would be an
alternative to the U.S. Global Positioning
System, or GPS.
An EU delegation led by Berlusconi met
with President Hu Jintao and Premier Wen
Jiabao at a time when a new generation of
Chinese leaders is seeking to increase
foreign trade - and raise Beijing's global
diplomatic profile.
Poll controversy as Israel and US
labeled biggest threats to World peace
EU Observer 10/30/03
BRUSSELS - Over half of Europeans
think that Israel now presents the biggest
threat to world peace according to a
controversial poll requested by the
European Commission.
According to the same survey,
Europeans believe the United States
contributes the most to world instability

along with Afghanistan, Iran, Iraq and
North Korea.
The specially commissioned poll
which asked citizens 15 questions on
"the reconstruction of Iraq, the conflict
in the Middle East and World peace",
has caused controversy in Brussels.
According to Spanish daily El Pais,
a massive 59 percent of Europeans
said they believed that Israel is the
biggest obstacle to world peace.
The poll, conducted by Taylor
Nelson Sofres/ EOS Gallup Europe,
was conducted between 8 and 16 of
October.
EU, Russia Vow to Strengthen Ties
VOA 11/6/03
Russian President Vladimir Putin
and European Union leaders have
vowed to strengthen ties and work
together for stability and security in
Europe.
The summit went smoothly, and EU
and Russian officials agreed on
strengthening dialogue and
cooperation. They signed two joint
declarations in which the two sides
said they will make greater efforts in
political and security matters.
The declarations also said that
negotiations to bring Russia into the
World Trade Organization could be
completed successfully by the end of
2004. They also confirmed the will to
examine the conditions for visa-free
travel.
Talks at the summit also focused on
the consequences of EU enlargement
for Russia. The meeting was the last
before eight of Moscow's former
satellite countries join the European
Union in May 2004.

United States
U.S. to back Russia's UN resolution
endorsing road map
Ha’aretz 10/23/03
Russia will soon call on the United
Nations Security Council to adopt the
road map as the accepted

international plan to resolve the IsraeliPalestinian conflict. Moscow also
proposes that the Quartet (Russia, the
UN, the European Union, and the U.S.)
be acknowledged as a mediator in the
dispute. The United States is expected
to back the proposal, which should be
approved without difficulty. Russia
brought up the proposal several months
ago, at which time Washington deferred
support for it. Now, in view of Russia's
support for Security Council resolutions
on Iraq, the U.S. government is not
inclined to oppose Russia's position on
the road map.
In First, US Voices Assessment of
WMD to Syria
MENL 10/30/03
For the first time, the U.S. intelligence
community has released an assessment
that Iraqi weapons of mass destruction
were transferred to neighboring Syria in
the weeks prior to the U.S.-led war
against the Saddam Hussein regime.
U.S. officials said the assessment was
based on satellite images of convoys of
Iraqi trucks that poured into Syria in
February and March 2003. The officials
said the intelligence community
assessed that the trucks contained
missiles and WMD components banned
by the United Nations Security Council.
The U.S. intelligence assessment was
discussed publicly for the first time by
the director of the National Imagery and
Mapping Agency in a briefing in
Washington on Tuesday. James
Clapper, a retired air force general and
a leading member of the U.S.
intelligence community, said he linked
the disappearance of Iraqi WMD with
the huge number of Iraqi trucks that
entered Syria before and during the U.S.
military campaign to topple the Saddam
regime.
Exploding the myth of church-state
separation
WND/Whistleblower 11/4/03
• In Texas, a U.S. District judge
decreed that any student uttering the

word "Jesus" at his school's
graduation would be arrested and
locked up. "And make no mistake,"
announced Judge Samuel B. Kent,
"the court is going to have a United
States marshal in attendance at the
graduation. If any student offends this
court, that student will be summarily
arrested and will face up to six
months incarceration in the Galveston
County Jail for contempt of court."
• In Missouri, when fourth-grader
Raymond Raines bowed his head in
prayer before his lunch in the
cafeteria of Waring Elementary
School in St. Louis, his teacher
allegedly ordered him out of his seat,
in full view of other students present,
and sent him to the principal’s office.
After his third such prayer "offense,"
little Raymond was segregated from
his classmates, ridiculed for his
religious beliefs, and given one
week's detention.
• In New York, kindergartner Kayla
Broadus recited the familiar and
beloved prayer – "God is great, God is
good. Thank you, God, for my food" –
while holding hands with two students
seated next to her at her snack table
at her Saratoga Springs school early
last year. But she was silenced and
scolded by her teacher, who reported
the infraction to the school’s lawyer,
Gregg T. Johnson, who concluded
that Kayla’s behavior was indeed a
violation of the "separation of church
and state."
"The constitutional separation of
church and state" – a reference to the
First Amendment in the Bill of Rights –
is a phrase Americans hear literally
every day from the news media, from
legal organizations, from politicians and
pundits, and especially from zealous
attorneys and judges.
"Separation of church and state" was
used by the ACLU to demand that a
banner proclaiming "God bless
America," erected outside a school
shortly after Sept. 11, 2001, to honor the

3,000 murdered Americans, must be taken
down.
"Separation of church and state" was
used to deny a little, handicapped girl the
right to read her Bible on the bus on the
long trip to school.
"Separation of church and state" was
used to take Justice Roy Moore's 10
Commandments monument out of the
Alabama Judicial Building, and it is being
used right now to challenge the words
"under God" in the Pledge of Allegiance.
The phrase is repeated so often and with
such assurance, one would think it is the
keystone phrase of the U.S. Constitution.
And yet – the words "separation,"
"church," or "state" are not found in the
First Amendment, nor in any other
founding document for that matter.
In fact, the entire
"constitutional
separation of church
and state" is a recent
fabrication of activist
judges who have
ignored the
Constitution's clear
meaning.
Indeed, says U.S.
Supreme Court Chief
Justice William
Rehnquist, in the
stunning November
issue of WND's
Whistleblower magazine, "There is simply
no historical foundation for the proposition
that the Framers intended to build the 'wall
of separation' [between church and state]."

Religion
Priests to train on Temple Model
Israel Today 10/31/03
For several months, Jewish experts
have been working on a replica of the
Third Temple in the blazing heat near the
Dead Sea. The Jewish community of
Mitzpe Yericho, between Jerusalem and
Jericho, is home to the model, which is
built on a 1:1 scale. Covering an area of
25,000 square meters (269,000 square
feet), it will function as a training site to

prepare priests (kohanim) for service
in the Third Temple in Jerusalem.
Backers of the project say the
Jewish people are waiting for the
Redemption and must prepare
themselves for the coming of the
Messiah.
“After the Six Day War in 1967,
when the Temple Mount was finally in
our hands again, we all hoped for the
building of the Third Temple,” said the
rabbi of Mitzpe Yericho, Yehuda
Kreuser, who oversees the Temple
model. “However, this did not happen.
Political considerations aside, we
were not prepared to restore the
priestly service in the Temple. Now
we would like to prepare ourselves for
that eventuality.”
Grand Mosque in Mecca

Rabbi Kreuser says the Temple
service must be approached with fear
and trembling because it is most holy.
“Someone who makes mistakes in
the priestly service in the Temple can
be punished with death,” he says. The
rabbi bases this on Numbers 18:1:
EU ministers, religious leaders in
Rome for interfaith meet
Jerusalem Post/AP 10/30/03
Christian, Jewish and Muslim
leaders and European Union interior
ministers met Thursday to explore
how inter-religious dialogue can help
combat terrorism and tensions from
immigration while promoting peace in
the Mediterranean and Middle East.

"Jews, Christians and Muslims have
for millennia intertwined their histories in
the Mediterranean area," Italy's interior
minister, Giuseppe Pisanu said in
remarks opening the meeting, held at a
state police academy.
"It is not enough to avoid conflict. It is
necessary that they move on on the
path of the fruitful coexistence of
cultures ... so that religious diversity
becomes a common wealth," said
Pisanu, whose country currently holds
the EU presidency.
Italy, France, Germany and other
Western European nations are grappling
with the impact of waves of immigrants
of different religions and races.
Pisanu called "dialogue among
moderate people the most effective
instrument to avert fundamentalism and
build peace."
Judge to Christian mom: No
'homophobic' teaching
In custody case orders child's religious
upbringing must not expose her to idea
homosexuality wrong
WND 10/31/03
A Colorado mother is appealing a
child custody decision in which a court
barred her from teaching homosexuality
is wrong.
Cheryl Clark, who says she is a
Christian, has been ordered by Denver
County Circuit Judge John W. Coughlin
to "make sure that there is nothing in the
religious upbringing or teaching that the
minor child is exposed to that can be
considered homophobic."
The directive arose from the decision
to award joint parenting responsibilities
for her daughter to a practicing
homosexual.
"Forbidding the raising of children in
the parent's Christian beliefs is an
anathema to parental rights and
religious freedom," said Mathew D.
Staver, president and general counsel of
Florida-based Liberty Counsel. "Must
the mother rip out pages of the Bible
that say homosexuality is against
nature, or must she cover her child's

ears if her pastor preaches about sexual
purity?"
The Denver court gave McLeod joint
custody of Clark's adopted daughter,
Emma, even though McLeod had no
legal relationship to the girl. It also, in
conjunction with the ruling in favor of
McLeod, said Clark cannot raise her
child with any religious teaching or
upbringing that is "homophobic."
Fátima to Become Interfaith Shrine;
center for all world religions to pay
homage to their gods
WENT/Harpazo 11/9/03
Delegates attending the Vatican and
United Nations (UN) inspired annual
interfaith congress "The Future of God",
held during October in Fátima, heard
how the Shrine is to be developed into a
centre where all the religions of the
world will gather to pay homage to their
various gods. The Congress was held in
the Paul VI Pastoral Centre and
presided over by the Cardinal Patriarch
of Lisbon José de Cruz Policarpo.
The Shrine's rector, Monsignor
Luciano Guerra, told the Congress that
Fátima "will change for the better."
Addressing Hindu, Muslim, Jewish,
Orthodox, Buddhist and African Pagan
representatives he stated: "The future of
Fátima, or the adoration of God and His
mother at this holy Shrine, must pass
through the creation of a shrine where
different religions can mingle. The interreligious dialogue in Portugal, and in the
Catholic Church, is still in an embryonic
phase, but the Shrine of Fátima is not
indifferent to this fact and is already
open to being a universalistic place of
vocation."
The Hindu representative Ansshok
Ansraj, described how already in the Far
East millions of Hindus are getting
"positive vibrations" from visiting Marian
shrines without endangering their faith.
Monsignor Guerra pointed out that the
very fact that Fátima is the name of a
Muslim and Mohammed's daughter, is
indicative that the Shrine must be open
to the co-existence of various faiths and

beliefs. According to the Monsignor:
"Therefore we must assume that it was the
will of the Blessed Virgin Mary that this
comes about this way." Traditional
Catholics opposed to the Congress
were described by the Monsignor as
"old fashioned, narrow minded, fanatic
extremists and provocateurs."
For the 1st time in the 86-year history
of Fátima all of the Pagan and Christian
delegates were invited to participate in
the Ecumenical celebrations. One of the
principle speakers, the Jesuit theologian
Father Jacques Dupuis, was insistent
that the religions of the world must unite.
"The religion of the future will be a
general converging of religions in a
universal Christ that will satisfy all",
he said.
The Belgium born theologian argued:
"The other religious traditions in the world
are part of God's plan for humanity and the
Holy Spirit is operating and present in
Buddhist, Hindu and other sacred writings
of Christian and non-Christian faiths as
well." In an impassioned plea he said:
"The universality of God's kingdom permits
this, and this is nothing more than a
diversified form of sharing in the same
mystery of salvation. In the end it is hoped
that the Christian will become a better
Christian and each Hindu a better Hindu."
An official statement put out by the
Congress called for a non-proselytizing
approach by all religions.

Science
Sun Produces Monster Solar Flare
BBC 11/5/03
The Sun has unleashed its largest
recorded solar flare, capping 10 days of
unprecedented activity for the star.
The blast sent billions of tones of super
hot gas into space - some of it directed
towards our planet.
Scientists say the Sun's current spate of
activity has produced the most dramatic
events seen on the solar surface since
regular monitoring began.

Space weather forecasters have
been kept busy tracking the impact of
geomagnetic storms on the Earth.

Powerful solar flares are given an
'X' designation. There was an X8 and
an X3 event on Sunday.
On Monday, there was an X3 flare
followed by smaller ones.
Last week there were X7 and X10
events that took place back-to-back.
Tuesday's flare went off the scale;
researchers say it was 'well above
X20'.
This would make it the most
powerful ever recorded, surpassing
the X20 flares of 2 April 2001 and 16
August 1989.

Commentary
The Islamic bomb expands
Hal Lindsey/WND 10/23/03
There are reports emerging in the
press of a secret agreement recently
concluded between Saudi Arabia and
Pakistan. An Israeli intelligence official
told the Knesset Defense Committee
that Saudi Arabia is seeking nuclear
warheads from Pakistan for its landbased missiles. The information,
according to Maj.-Gen. Aharon Ze'evi,
is consistent with details he heard last
month in Washington from experts
speaking before the U.S. Senate.

It is also consistent with news reports
published this week following a hastily
arranged "state visit" by Crown Prince
Abdullah to Islamabad over the
weekend. The Crown Prince arrived in
Islamabad on Saturday, met with
Musharraf, and
was back on a
plane Sunday
evening.
Now that the
U.S. has pulled
out of Saudi
Arabia, the
House of Saud
is thinking its
oil fields look
pretty
vulnerable, and
King Faud
Iran's nuclear
program is
looking pretty scary. Let's take a look at
the chessboard, as it is currently set up.
Iran is a Shiite theocracy. Saudi
Arabia is Sunni. When they aren't
fighting Israel or the infidel Americans,
Sunnis and Shiites find killing each other
fills the void.
Pakistan is majority Sunni and is
facing off against its mortal enemy,
India. India has concluded a strategic
defense agreement with Iran.
The Saudis hope to checkmate Shiite
Iran's ambitions by obtaining a nuclear
deterrent from Sunni Pakistan. Pakistan
hopes to checkmate India's strategic
agreement with Tehran by supplying a
nuclear deterrent to Saudi Arabia.
Are you following all this?
According to Israeli intelligence, Iran is
within 10 months of being able to
produce nuclear weapons, and "as
such, no diplomatic initiative would be
able to stop its nuclear program."
The Saudis continue to fund the
radical Islamic madrassas (Taliban
schools) that exist all over Pakistan,
where students are inculcated with antiAmerican, anti-Israeli and anti-Indian
propaganda.
There are only two ways to get an
education in Pakistan. Attend one of the

12,000 Saudi-funded Koranic schools,
or be rich enough to afford a private
education. Most Pakistanis go to the
madrassas if they want to learn to read
and write.
By the time they graduate, they are
turned into is a fresh crop of alQaida wannabes, eager to block
America's alleged plans to
destroy Islam. And all of this
courtesy of Saudi Arabia.
It is the graduates of these
schools who now have nukes.
The ones who trained them are
hoping to have nukes soon. And
there is no way to stop them.
Today, there are nuclear
buttons in Israel, Pakistan, China,
North Korea, and coming soon,
Saudi Arabia and Iran. This
makes the Cold War look like the
good old days.
Now we can get nuked from several
directions by regimes that have none of
the "safeguards" of the Mutually
Assured Destruction doctrine that held
the Soviet Union at bay. Some Muslim
nations wouldn't be deterred by MAD.
And some terrorist organizations know
that we would have a hard time
identifying exactly where to find those
responsible for the nuke attack.
The Apostle Paul predicted the
conditions of the Last Days: "While they
are saying, "Peace and safety! Then
destruction will come upon them
suddenly like birth pangs upon a woman
with child; and they shall not escape.
But you, brethren (Christians), are not in
darkness, that the day should overtake
you like a thief ..." (1 Thessalonians 5:34 NASB)
This day should not take a believer by
surprise as long as he is paying
attention to the Bible predictions.
Prophecy indicates we are on the brink
of the fulfillment all the events predicted
for the Last Days. And the greatest
promise is that we will not be here when
the worst happens.
(Editor’s Note: For full article, go to
http://www.hallindseyoracle.com)

Splash!
Grumble,
Grumble
It just wasn’t fair, and it was so
frustrating! That’s what he used to
think; and now, his once sincere
resolve had faded into a fatalistic
sense of purposelessness. Falling, or
rather shifting to the rear of the crowd,
he figured that this was really where
he belonged. Perhaps, he surmised,
someone else could take his place
and get the blessing. So there he lay,
pitifully and grotesquely lamed – like a
‘slug’ on the pavement just waiting for
God’s ‘saltshaker’ to end his daily
despondence.
There was a certain sense of sad
humor as he watched the crowded
area occasionally come to a frenzy,
erupting with cries and splashes
followed by the inevitable melancholy
and murmuring. The competition was
incredibly intense, and as a result he
had come to think of himself as the
ultimate loser. ‘Both lame and
unlucky. You know, if I just had
someone to help me into the pool, I’d
have a chance,’ he thought.
To many, if not most of the people
there, God was the originator and
referee of this contest. Everyone
knew that upon occasion, there was a
rippling in the pool that could only be
caused by an angel. Everyone also
knew that the first one who managed
to get into the pool after this
disturbance of the water would be
healed. Needless to say, everyone
was perpetually sopping wet and as a
consequence, cold and grumpy.
In any event, he’d come to accept
that God must be a grand competitor

Himself or at least He enjoyed
giving the prize of a miracle to the
most dedicated, the quickest, the
most resourceful or those that
could push their way into position.
It was clear that the healthy
people in the area took delight as
well in watching the chaos which
spouted like a geyser now and
then. Laughing mockery could be
heard down every side alley.
After a long time, he was finally
fed up with it all and resolved to
his fate. ‘God is for the strong, the
successful, the popular – for them,
not me,’ he surmised. ‘It was
good of Him to make a way – I
mean, at least some can get a
new life. But obviously, it’s not
intended for me. My sins are just
too ugly. I guess that’s why He’s
judged me and here I am utterly
hopeless. Reminds me of the
ancient wilderness wanderings of
our fathers.’
Sitting there, he had a lot of time
to think about things and he
developed a philosophy for most
of what he observed, but God…?
‘Well, He was watching too,
probably, from far away in
heaven… I suppose He doesn’t
care about me. Thirty-eight years
like this!...Why…’
“Do you want to get well?” a
calm inquiring voice tackled his
attention.
‘What was that?’ Suddenly the
shadow of a man nearby crossed
his face blocking the blazing sun.
He looked up and said, “Sir, I
have no one to help me into the
pool when the water is stirred.
While I am trying to get in,
someone else goes down ahead
of me."

‘What is this fellow doing here at
the rear of the crowd?’ he
wondered. ‘Hey, maybe I can
convince him to help me to get in
first! Maybe, he’ll push some of
those big guys to the side.
Maybe…’
“Get up! Pick up your mat and
walk.”
To his utter amazement, he
immediately sensed strength in his
legs. He heart was beating
incredibly fast… he jumped up and
grabbed his mat. He felt as though
he’d never been lame. ‘Where’d he
go??’ he exclaimed to himself,
looking all around for the man who
healed him and was now nowhere
to be found.
The account of this wonderful
miracle is found in John chapter
five. Clearly, I’m taking some liberty
in suggesting the thoughts that may
have run though the lame man’s
mind. As you read it in the scripture
though, you just want to shake your
head in considering this poor man’s
plight. For thirty-eight years, a
serious sin left him in his debilitating
condition and ultimately he found
himself hanging out at the only
place he thought could help him yet
he was no doubt hopeless in his
pursuit for he apparently pictured
God as a ‘divine sports fan’, an
omnipotent umpire of sorts and he
had to play the game in order to get
the blessing.
But along came Jesus. Uninvited.
Unannounced. Unknown.
One of the lessons we can glean
from this story is how easy it is for
us to think of God incorrectly -- in
terms of what is valued in society.
But God is not a competitor, nor is

He interested in our competition.
Neither are His blessings the result
of some heavenly lotto. Now, you
may think, ‘Of course not!’ But for
many of us, the subtle impression
lingers that God does applaud the
spiritually ‘strong’ and ignore or
abhor the ‘weak’.
Sadly, many people admire Billy
Graham, not for the power of his
preaching but for the numbers – the
huge crowds, the vast organization,
the thousands of respondents.
Many people think large church
organizations or glitzy Christian
television programs are centers of
Holy Spirit activity because of the
sophisticated worship, the variety,
the popular teachers, the radio, tape
and TV options. Many people
worship God with the attitude of
Bethesda. That is, ‘success’ in the
contest is the measure of spirituality.
The ‘backwaters’ of this place are
where the off-scouring settle.
Pushed aside by the ‘healthy’ they
come to the pool. The irony is that
Bethesda means house of mercy or
kindness and that’s what the
spiritually hurting – the
‘unsuccessful’ are looking for. It’s
not a physical place but a mindset.
Pushed aside or simply not included
with the ‘in’ crowd, many of God’s
weaker sheep wind up discouraged
and can get the impression that their
Father in heaven is only interested
in the ‘winners’, the spiritual people.
Pastors whose pictures are
prominent, lay leaders who are
elders or deacons, anyone in
‘ministry’ – the spiritually bruised
and beaten can often think that God
really loves those people – He must
– they made it into the pool so to
speak before the rest of us.

Ministers become celebrities of the
congregation rather than servants.
But Jesus in this story blows that
idea ‘out of the water’.
As a lesson on the character of our
God and Saviour, this story mirrors
the Old Testament account of the
Hebrew nation wandering in the
wilderness. Deut 2:14 tells us that,
like this poor man, they sinned a great
sin and wound up in the most difficult
of circumstances for the same time -38 years. You remember, the older
generation died off. Only the new
generation, the new man in type,
could enter by faith into the land of
promise. For 38 years, the ark of
God’s presence traveled with them but
they remained homeless, because of
their rebellious hearts.
It wasn’t until Moses died and
Joshua took over that they could cross
the Jordan dry-shod. You all know
that Joshua is the same name as
Jesus, and in our New Testament
story, it is indeed Jesus who enters
the scene and takes charge. Now, as
a symbol, Moses can be said to
represent the law, the divine
competition if you would. It was a
godly game with hundreds of very
good rules, but we all were quite
hopeless to win it. And all our
attempts to obey it, to win, to be the
‘first into the pool’ only drove us away,
drove us further to the rear of the
crowd. Do you know what I’m alluding
to?
I suppose that there were those who
pretended to have been healed in
Bethesda’s waters, but they were
probably only fooling themselves.
There are also still sincere people
today who to varying degrees try
‘faking it’ – oh, not so much with
healing – that’s really not the point;

rather, we can be insincere,
dishonest with others and
ourselves about our condition –
our sin, our depravity, our total
incapability to be good enough to
please God on our own.
Referring back to the Jewish
people in the wilderness, some of
us also stumble in faith and then
later try to make up for it by trying
to do something like what we
failed in earlier but on our own –
just to show God we’re ‘worthy of
His grace’ (which of course is an
oxymoron). (See Num 14:39-45)
Now, prophetically, this story of
Bethesda could be speaking of
the Jewish people who did not
recognize the Messiah partly
because they misunderstood the
true character of God. God loves
the Jews, but for a long, long time
they have missed it, they missed
the opportunity to enter the
spiritual land of promise and
chose rather, like their forefathers,
to wander with Moses in the
wilderness, striving with their
Maker. They sinned greatly in
turning away from Christ, but one
day soon, Jesus will enter the
picture again -- unannounced,
uninvited but this time KNOWN.
And they will be healed spiritually
– no more games, no more
contests.
Practically, we as Christians
each must realize the Bethesda
contest is not God’s way, the
mechanisms of religiosity do not
faithfully portray the character or
intent of our Lord. Much, if not
most of that has been invented by
others.
We have sinned. We are lame.
Our attempts to win the religious

contest will only result in our being
cold, wet, grumpy and disillusioned.
Clearly, we need a Savior – both to
enter the kingdom of God and to live
abundantly in it. You may not yet
know Him, but His question is
simple and to the point – “Do you
want to be healed?”
Do you? Do you really?
(Obviously, He asks the question for
a reason.) Or do you just want Him
to help you play the ‘game’, to help
you into the ‘pool’? It’s a difficult
choice because it comes to truly
believing in grace, believing in a
fantastically gracious God. And
that’s a stretch for our naturally selfrighteous performance-oriented
senses. But, Bethesda was framed
by five colonnades or porches and
as many of you know, five speaks
repeatedly of grace in the Bible.
Nevertheless, how many of us
encourage the Bethesda mentality?
How many of us act like ministry is a
club rather than a calling? How
many sheep are shifting to the back
unable to ‘compete’ with the
‘winners’? We must take heed if we
are to represent our Father faithfully
– He sternly warns, “And as for you,
O My flock, thus says the Lord
GOD: "Behold, I shall judge
between sheep and sheep, between
rams and goats. Is it too little for you
to have eaten up the good pasture,
that you must tread down with your
feet the residue of your pasture--and
to have drunk of the clear waters,
that you must foul the residue with
your feet? And as for My flock, they
eat what you have trampled with
your feet, and they drink what you
have fouled with your feet."
"Therefore thus says the Lord GOD
to them: "Behold, I Myself will judge

between the fat and the lean sheep.
Because you have pushed with
side and shoulder, butted all the
weak ones with your horns, and
scattered them abroad, therefore I
will save My flock, and they shall no
longer be a prey; and I will judge
between sheep and sheep. Ez
34:17-22
We must realize how easily the
weak sheep are shifted out of focus,
pushed to the side, scattered
because they’re not gathered. The
Bethesda-Christianity does that.
But God is not impressed with the
powerful personalities.
Rather, here is our Savior –
“Behold! My Servant whom I uphold,
My Elect One in whom My soul
delights!
I have put My Spirit upon Him;
He will bring forth justice to the
Gentiles.
He will not cry out, nor raise His
voice,
Nor cause His voice to be heard
in the street.
A bruised reed He will not break,
And smoking flax He will not
quench;
He will bring forth justice for
truth.” Isa 42:1-3
Jesus goes to the discouraged,
seeks out the lame, those in the rear
of the crowd both in the world and in
His church. While some are
entertained by the ‘splashing
around’, He offers the real solution
and suddenly the game is over.
Grace is the only way, not just a
way.
Like Jesus, may we not be afraid
to ignore the contest, to see it for
what it is. May we find the ones to
whom God seeks to be gracious.
May we never push the weak aside.

The Soon Coming
Excerpts from Peace With God by Billy
Graham
(http://members.truevine.net/library@truevine.n
et/PeaceWithGod.toc.html)

The coming again of Jesus Christ is
mentioned in the Scripture more than
300 times in the New Testament alone.
This shows that the Holy Spirit, who
directed the writing of the Bible, puts
tremendous stress on the fact that
Christ is coming back to this earth
again.
Just a few
days before
president-elect
John F.
Kennedy was
to be
inaugurated, I
was invited to
join him and
Senator
George
Smathers in
Florida for a
golf game and
an evening
visit at the
Kennedy
compound in
Palm Beach.
As we were
driving back
from the golf
course,
President Kennedy parked the car,
turned to me and asked, "Do you
believe Jesus Christ is coming back to
earth again?" I was dumbfounded at his
question. For one thing, I never
dreamed that Mr. Kennedy would ask a
question like that, and for another, I
wasn't even sure that he knew Jesus
was supposed to come back! Having
only been with him a few times prior to

that incident I had no grasp of his
religious knowledge. "Yes, sir, I do,"
I replied.
"All right," he said. "Explain it to
me." So for several minutes I had
the opportunity to talk to him about
the second coming of Jesus Christ.
I have often wondered why he
asked that question, and I think part
of the answer came a thousand
days later when he was
assassinated….
The day is fast approaching when
Jesus Christ will come back to
"snatch away" His followers from all
the
graveyards
of the world,
and those of
us who are
alive and
remain will
join them in
the great
escape! That
is the hope
of the future
for the
Christian.
There's
only one
person in
heaven or
earth who
can deal with
the devil, and
He's coming
back to deal
with him.
He's going to throw Satan into the
pit, and ultimately into the lake of
fire. Then there will be no devil
anymore. We're going to be freed
from this terrible pull of evil, and the
satanic power that has controlled
the hearts of men for so many
centuries. That's why Christ has to
come. He's the only One who can
do it.

Jesus left some signs behind for us
to watch for. He said, first of all, there
will be intellectual and mental
confusion and disturbances
throughout the world: "Upon the earth
distress of nations, with perplexity . . ."
(Luke 21:25). That word "distress"
means tossed from all sides. and that
word "perplexity" means no way out.
We as a human race are going to
reach a point where there's no way
out.
Jesus also said there would be a
collapse of morals just before He
comes back. Jesus said, "Likewise,
also as it was in the days of Lot; they
did eat, they drank, they bought, they
sold, they planted, they builded; but
the same day that Lot went out of
Sodom it rained fire and brimstone
from heaven, and destroyed them all"
(Luke 17:28, 29). Then He said, "Even
thus shall it be in the day when the
Son of man is revealed" (v. 30). "As it
was in the days of Noah, so shall it be
in the days of the coming of the Son
of man" (Luke 17:26). In both
instances, in Lot's day and in Noah's
day, morals had collapsed, and moral
fiber is collapsing all around us right
now. The world is on an immoral
binge such as it's never known in
history. Jesus said just before He
returns that will be the condition of the
human race.
Third, Jesus also said there will be
a falling away. That means that
people who were believers will be
falling away individually or collectively.
And "many false prophets shall rise,
and shall deceive many." Look at the
false prophets we have today. Now
"the Spirit speaks expressly that in the
latter times, some shall depart from
the faith, giving heed to seducing
spirits and doctrines of devils" (1
Timothy 4:1). There will be a falling
away from true faith. Many have a
false idea of God and see a caricature

of Christianity. They are not really true
disciples of Jesus Christ. They have
already unwittingly fallen away -maybe not intellectually. They may
still believe, but they've fallen away in
the way they live. Your life justifies
what you believe.
A fourth point: Jesus indicated
there would be an increase in
lawlessness. He said that as
lawlessness spread, men's love for
one another will grow cold (Matthew
24:12). Newspapers are filled with
these accounts right now. Have you
ever heard of such terrorism all over
the world? Terrorist activities are
increasing in almost every country.
Now, what are we to do? How do
we face this? First, we purify
ourselves. The Scripture says, "Every
man who has this hope in Him purifies
himself." Do you have the hope of the
coming again of the Lord Jesus
Christ? Then you should live it -- a
pure life, a godly life, a surrendered
life, a consecrated life.
Second, we are to wait with
patience. I know sometimes we get a
little anxious and wonder if Jesus is
really going to come back. The
Scripture says, "For in just a very little
while, He who is coming will come
and will not delay" (Hebrews 10:37).
The third thing we're to do is to
watch. That word "watch" means that
we are to desire His coming. We are
to be constantly thinking about His
coming.
The fourth thing is that we're to
work. People say, "Well, Christ is
coming back -- let's quit all these
activities that we're involved in." No!...
His return should be our incentive
toward work.
The last point: we're to be
prepared. Are you prepared? "You
also must be ready, because the Son
of Man will come at an hour when you
do not expect him" (Luke 12:40).

